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ABSTRACT

The use of a single mini-computer for total operations support of a domestic
communications satellite offers several advantages. This paper describes the computer
hardware and software configuration of a ground complex that is both a control center and
a TT&C station. A single computer (with a totally redundant backup) serves both the
needs for realtime TT&C functions as well as such offline functions as orbital analysis,
mission planning and satellite performance evaluation. Although telemetry data processing
and analysis is a significant part of the computer load, other tasks involved in operational
support and planning are described in order to define the scope of the total operations
support problem and the way it was solved in the single computer configuration.

INTRODUCTION

With the current advances in computer technology many problems which have been
traditionally thought of as large computer applications have been transferred to smaller
computers. In the past the task of precision orbit determination and the other problems
associated with orbital operations support of satellites have required large computers due
to the great number of arithmetic manipulations required on large quantities of data. In
contrast, the realtime operations support of satellites has data processing requirements that
are optimally satisfied by small scale computers - reformatting data and distributing it for
display, interacting with special peripheral devices. In an effort to simplify operations and
to reduce both the initial and operating costs, a new approach has been taken to solve the
two parts of the satellite support problem in a single computer of moderate size. The
system described in this paper is being installed as the overall control center for a
forthcoming domestic communications satellite.



OPERATIONAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

The support requirements for operating a communications satellite are divided into two
classes distinguished by the timing of the attendant operations. Those operations which
must occur in the immediate present are classified as realtime operations, while those
which deal with a record of past events or a projection of future operations are classified
as non-realtime. In this paper the tasks that are not performed in support of realtime
operations are referred to as analysis and planning tasks. A description of the tasks in both
classifications is presented here to characterize the overall problem of satellite operation.
The capabilities being discussed apply to operations support from the point of separation
from the launch vehicle, through transfer and intermediate orbits to the final synchronous
orbit for the full mission lifetime. The system is designed to support two satellites
concurrently in the single computer configuration.

Realtime Tasks

The realtime tasks are concerned principally with the telemetry, tracking and command
(TT&C) functions, although implicit in this generalization are tasks involving the recording
and display of data. These tasks are summarized here.

Telemetry - After reception at the ground station, telemetry information must be
reassembled from its serial data form and distributed for display, recording and command
verification. Validation of the data and certain routine operations for monitoring are
performed automatically.

Tracking - Tracking involves the control of the ground station antennas to maintain their
pointing at the satellite, and the measurement of pointing angles. The sense of the term
tracking is extended here to also include the operation of ranging, by which the distance
from the ground station to the satellite is measured and recorded for orbit determination.

Command - Control of the satellite is accomplished by transmission from the ground
station of sets of discrete digital commands. Single commands are stored in the satellite
before execution for validation via telemetry, which is also used for functional verification
when the command is executed.

Display - The display tasks make the satellite and ground station data available to the
operator and the satellite support staff. Formatted digital data is presented in engineering
units.

Recording - Data recording is necessary to provide the material for later analysis
(telemetry and tracking) as well as to maintain a history of operations (command and
significant events).



Analysis and Planning Tasks

Analysis and planning tasks are required to support non-realtime operations concerned
with analysis of current orbit and satellite parameters and with planning for future
operations required to accomplish mission objectives.

Telemetry Analysis - Capability to analyze the recorded telemetry data via tabulations,
statistical summaries and graphical presentations is required to serve the needs for satellite
health and performance evaluations over the mission lifetime.

Ephemeris Generation - It is necessary to have access to an accurate prediction/history of
satellite position as a basis for the orbit determination and control tasks. Also prediction of
orbital events (such as eclipses) must be available to the user for planning satellite
operations.

Orbit Determination - This task is concerned with the processing of tracking and ranging
data to provide an estimate of current orbit elements along with the magnitude of certain
perturbative forces.

Maneuver Planning - Calculations are necessary to plan and execute orbit maneuvers
associated with apogee motor firing, orbital station acquisition and stationkeeping (both in
longitude and inclination). Additionally calculations are needed to translate the maneuver
requirements into a sequence of commands for transmission to the satellite.

Utilities - A group of utility tasks that provide control and housekeeping functions for the
analysis and planning software is required.

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The description of hardware for satellite operations support will be limited to the computer
and its peripheral equipment, including special interface devices - those items that operate
on digital signals. A single mini-computer is used to fully support all of the operational
requirements described earlier. A fully redundant unit is available as a backup in case of
equipment failure. It is not used for load sharing of the operations support tasks, but can be
used for administrative or other non-support functions. A block diagram of the single
computer configuration is shown in Figure 1. The groups of equipment are described in
reference to this figure.

Computer Room Equipment

The basic computer equipment, located in the computer room, consists of the central
processor unit and memory, a console keyboard printer, a magnetic tape handler and a



single disk drive unit. The CPU is a PDP-11/70 with 192K 16-bit word memory, and it
includes floating point processor hardware to enhance its arithmetic capabilities for this
application. The console keyboard printer is used chiefly for computer administrative
input/output. The magnetic tape unit is used for back up storage of disk data, and for bulk
data transfers between the redundant computers (e.g., during switch over). The disk unit
has a 33 megaword capacity and acts as storage for the computer operating system, the
applications programs and the data files. Also in the computer equipment cabinets in the
computer room are the interface cards used to connect the peripherals and special devices.

Operations Room Equipment

The majority of the computer peripherals and special devices are located in the operations
room. A control console houses a number of CRT terminals for display, along with
keyboards for operator control inputs. Special status panels are also located at the control
console to display satellite summary status. The other equipment in the operations room is
highlighted in the following summary:

a) Line Printer - used for display hardcopy and data tabulations
b) Event Log Printer - a hardcopy terminal to record time-tagged events
c) Time Code Generator - a system clock providing an accurate time base
d) Digital-to-Analog Converters - provide analog outputs for use with strip chart

recorders - 8 channels
e) Telemetry Decommutators - used to synchronize and convert the serial telemetry

stream to 8-bit words
f) Command Generator - specially fabricated device to control transmission and

execution of satellite commands
g) Range Processor - specially fabricated device for measurement of a series of tone

delays as an indication of satellite range from the ground station
h) Antenna Control Unit - special interface device for the readout of antenna pointing

angles and for driving the antenna to track the satellite

Analysis Room Equipment

A separate analysis room houses the computer peripherals used in support of the analysis
and planning tasks described earlier. Two types of keyboard terminals are used here.

a) Alphanumeric CRT for operator control of computer operations on analysis tasks
b) Graphics CRT for development of graphics output, primarily in the area of telemetry

analysis.

In addition to the CRT terminals, a high speed printer/plotter is available in the analysis
room for data tabulation and permanent record of graphics output.



SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

The allocation of software functions to accomplish the tasks identified in the operations
support requirements above was divided into two categories, not only to reflect the
requirements classification but also to organize those tasks that require concurrent
processing in one group and the remaining tasks which can be handled in a batch serial
processing mode in another group. The essential operating features of the major elements
of each software group are presented here.

Realtime Software

The programs in this group are processed concurrently and are continuously available for
execution as realtime operational needs arise. Program organization directly reflects the
task definitions. Figure 2 presents a block diagram depicting this organization.

TLM - The telemetry processor assembles the series of telemetry frames to account for all
subcommutated data, and makes it available to other programs from a common buffer area
in core. Each buffer full of data is recorded in a disk file which has a capacity of 30 hours
of data. TLM performs routine monitoring of the data, comparing analog telemetry items
with preset limits and checking status items for change-of-state. Operator notification of
limit or status checks (alarms) is accomplished via the display (DSP) and event recording
(EVR) programs.

TRK - The tracking control processor has several modes of operation. It monitors antenna
pointing angles and records them along with range data in a disk file of tracking
observations. In the programmed track mode it controls the antenna to follow a pointing
profile derived from predicted satellite position. In the search mode, it drives the antenna
in a search pattern whose form and size are determined from data base parameters.

CMD - The satellite command programs perform the control functions allowing the user to
generate, transmit, validate, execute and verify satellite commands. Commands may be
sent manually or automatically from a pre-stored sequence. A complete log of command
operations is recorded along with a summary of command events.

DSP - The display processor performs the data presentation function, creating formatted
pages of satellite data organized by subsystem for display on CRT terminals and optionally
for permanent records on hardcopy devices. Satellite data are presented in engineering
units refreshed periodically to reflect current conditions. Additional pages are available for
display of current alarm status, limit checking parameters and history of events, by
category or in summary form. DSP is the primary user interface for monitoring satellite
health and performance.



EVR - The event recording function is performed by a group of interdependent programs
used to buffer, record and output the series of alarms, events and command history entries
generated by the other programs of the realtime software. It also controls the production of
hardcopy output generated in the DSP program.

Analysis and Planning Software

The analysis and planning software consists of a collection of programs designed to
operate one at a time under control of a common executive program. Each program is
limited to performing all or part of only one of the major tasks previously described.
Communication between programs is provided by a common data base, thus making
significant computational results of each program available to other programs without
requiring any user intervention. A block diagram indicating the organization of the
programs is shown in Figure 3.

Telemetry Analysis - This group of programs augments the realtime telemetry monitoring
capability by providing several modes of operation to produce summary information, trend
analyses and statistical studies. The program is identified as WTLMS.

a) Tabulation mode - provides listings of selectable telemetry points over specified time
spans

b) Statistical mode - provides one page statistical summaries of data arranged by satellite
subsystem, giving maximum and minimum values along with means and standard
deviations.

c) Graphics mode - presents analog data in graphic form with parameters plotted against
time or one against another, either on CRT display in an interactive mode or on a
hardcopy plotter for permanent records.

d) Archive mode - several capabilities are available to save and recall telemetry data in
summary or full detailed form for analysis over long time periods - up to a year.

Ephemeris Generation - Fundamental to all of the other analysis and planning programs is
the capability to generate a precision ephemeris - that is, a history of satellite position that
accurately reflects the many perturbative forces that affect the orbital dynamics. These
involve the complex gravitational field of the earth, drag forces of the atmosphere, solar
radiation pressure, gravitational attractions of the sun and the moon along with discrete
orbital maneuvers used to control the satellite position relative to an assigned stationary
reference position. Three programs are used:

a) EPHGEN - generates and saves on disk a history of satellite position for use by other
programs

b) EVENTS - produces output of ephemeris information and associated orbital events in
a variety of formats and coordinate systems



c) WINKS - provides predictions of sun and moon intrusions into the field of view of
several sensors on the satellite. It also provides tabulations of the positions of the sun
and the moon as viewed from the satellite.

Orbit Determination - From the tracking data collected by the realtime software a
determination of the parameters defining the satellite orbit is accomplished through the use
of two major software elements:

a) EDIT - The tracking data preprocessor selects and edits the tracking and ranging
observations collected as raw measurements. Four stages of editing are used: gross
residual, statistical, first difference and second difference. Selective thinning of the
input data occurs before merging the processed observations with previously
collected data.

b) ODP - The orbit determination processor determines a set of orbit elements by
minimizing a measure of the difference between predicted and observed
measurements. It uses a process of linear differential correction by weighted least
squares. In addition to orbit elements, it can solve for measurement and station time
biases as well as for solar radiation pressure and atmospheric drag coefficients.

Maneuver Planning - Three program are used to support the tasks of maneuver planning
and orbit control:

a) WABMS - The apogee motor firing program computes the required satellite attitude
and the firing time and duration for the apogee firing event to achieve a drift orbit
meeting specified constraints. Provision is made to vary these constraints
parametrically to study the effect on the maneuver parameters and the fuel required
for subsequent station acquisition. The program allows a one or two-burn maneuver
(using a bi-propellant propulsion system) at apogees selected by the user. It also
provides a matrix of error sensitivity coefficients, relating errors in firing parameters
to drift orbit characteristics.

b) WPOMS - The precision orbit maneuver program provides all the calculations
required for station acquisition and stationkeeping maneuvers. It has several modes of
operation available to the user to determine maneuvers required for station
acquisition, longitude and eccentricity control, and inclination control. Included is a
prediction mode to enable the user to determine when future stationkeeping
maneuvers will be required.

c) WOMCS - The orbit maneuver command program translates the results of program
WPOMS from velocity increment requirements to a series of thrusting commands. In
so doing it models the thruster characteristics, accounting for thruster alignments and
propellant pressure blowdown effects. The command sequences are printed and also
are stored in a disk file for access by the realtime software for transmission to the
satellite.



Utilities - The utility software consists of the executive control program, the data base
manager, and a library of general coordinate transformation routines, matrix and vector
manipulation routines, free-field data input routines, and time and time span conversion
routines.

ADVANTAGES OF A SINGLE COMPUTER CONFIGURATION

Use of a single computer (in redundant configuration for backup) to support both the
realtime processing and the analysis and planning processing requirements offers a number
of advantages over the use of separate computers, possibly of different makes and models,
for the realtime tasks and the analysis tasks. Use of a single computer, of course
presupposes that the control center is colocated with the primary TT&C station, an that
any remote stations are used only for backup support and transfer orbit operations.

Maintenance, Logistics, and Training

The single computer configuration clearly reduces the number of computers that must be
maintained, and greatly simplifies computer maintennace requirements. Where vendor
maintenance is available, it ensures that one vendor is responsible for the entire computer
system, thus eliminating the problems associated with interfaces between computers,
which can be particularly troublesome when the computers are furnished by different
vendors. In the event of malfunction, the user is relieved of the burden of deciding just
which equipment is at fault, and which maintenance service is to be called upon. For those
users performing their own maintenance, the single computer allows maintenance
personnel to be trained on one computer type, rather than two or more, and reduces the
number and types of spares that must be obtained and stocked.

The software maintenance burden is also simplified, since all the applications software can
run under the same operating system, and use the same programming conventions and
languages with no variations in dialects, compiler limitations, and enhancements. Software
configuration management on a single computer allows the entire system to be maintained
on a single disc pack with standardized procedures for software modification control and
documentation.

Although applications software packages are generally designed to minimize the need for
the user to understand the computer and its operating system, some familiarity is required
for data management and archiving, file manipulation, and the use of operating system
utility programs. The single computer thus reduces the required user training to one
system.



Simplified Task Interfacing

Although the realtime tasks are generally separate from the analysis tasks, some exchange
of information between the two groups is necessary. In the present system, for example,
the tracking and ranging data gathered by the realtime software must be passed to the
analysis software, as must the telemetry data. The analysis software creates satellite
maneuver command data, and the tracking predictions for antenna program track that must
be made available to the realtime software. Use of a single computer allows these data to
be passed by way of disk files. It is not necessary to physically transport the data from one
system to another either by magnetic storage device or by manual entry, both of which
afford opportunity for errors. Also eliminated are the problems associated with different
formats and internal data representations, which frequently cause problems even after
appropriate software is developed to handle the exchange.

Shared Peripheral Usage

The single-computer system described in this paper contains a number of printers and CRT
terminals. Although the terminals in the analysis rooms are intended for use in running the
analysis software, they can, during periods of high interest in realtime telemetry data, be
used for realtime display of incoming data. Similarly, the printers can be used to create
hard copies of currently displayed pages. There is great flexibility in redirecting computer
outputs from one device to another, which can be useful in the event of a device failure.

Independence from Other User Applications

A number of installations exist in which dedicated, small minicomputers are used for the
realtime tasks, and the analysis tasks are performed on a large general purpose computer
that may be remote from the control center and which is commonly used for other
applications such as engineering computations, inventory control and payroll accounting.
The use of a dedicated single computer for all orbit support operations avoids the
scheduling and availability conflicts that usually arise when a general purpose computer
must be shared with other outside organizations.

CONCLUSION

All of the data processing requirements for support of satellite operations, from the
realtime data gathering, checking, and display tasks commonly performed with one or
more small computers to the extensive numerical calculations used in support of operations
planning that frequently are performed on large off-line computers, have been combined in
a single minicomputer. The result is a well integrated satellite support system that is easy
to use, and that can produce significant cost savings in initial equipment acquisition and
software development, and a reduction in recurring Costs for training, maintenance and
equipment spares.



FIGURE 1 - SINGLE COMPUTER CONFIGURATION BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 2 - REAL-TIME SOFTWARE



FIGURE 3 - ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SOFTWARE


